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Iceland Jet Center Joins Paragon Aviation Group

Cypress, Texas – February 21, 2020 – Paragon Aviation Group is proud to announce Iceland Jet Center has joined The
Paragon Network. Iceland Jet Center is part of the Icelandair Group, with more than 80 years of aviation experience.
The company is IOSA certified which ensures that internationally recognized safety and quality standards are met.
Iceland Jet Center is the largest FBO network in Iceland offering premium flight services at all major airports in the
country, whether it’s a fuel stop, diversion, military aircraft or a VIP flight. They can also offer full commercial charter
services including passenger check-in and baggage handling.
The main operation is in Keflavik International Airport with a brand-new VIP lounge open 24/7/365. Customers have
access to state-of-the-art facilities including complimentary drinks and snacks, duty-free shopping, crew and
passenger lounge, shower room, conference room and workstations with internet access. Iceland Jet Center offers
ground handling services at other airports in Iceland in cooperation with its sister company, Air Iceland Connect.
With these Iceland FBOs joining, the Paragon Network is now active in 20 countries with over 59 FBOs around the
world. Iceland provides a great option for tech stops from North America to Europe and beyond.
“Iceland Jet Center will be our sole representation in Iceland. They are a wonderful addition to our membership of
elite FBOs around the world,” said Megan Barnes, President of Paragon Aviation Group. “Additionally, with their
superior safety record and decades of service experience, Paragon is proud to welcome them as we expand our
network to a new country.”
The Paragon Network is a distinguished membership of elite FBOs and international handling agents that provide
world-class service to general aviation travelers around the globe. Paragon Aviation Group performs a
comprehensive audit of the facilities and service offered to ensure the quality of the member base before any FBO
joins The Paragon Network®. Each member FBO must comply with a set of strategically developed core standards to
remain in the group. Paragon Aviation Group facilitates The Paragon Network.
Paragon Aviation Group is a family business comprised of Mike Delk, Megan Barnes and Molly LeBlanc. With their
combined industry experience of over 85 years they have introduced an exciting new industry platform for premier
aviation service providers.
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